WRITTEN COMMUNICATION/INFORMATION LITERACY
In all versions of ENGL 10600 and 10800, students write about 7,500-11,500 words of polished writing, including multimedia, short assignments, and research. Students read and discuss writing of their own, their peers, and professionals. Readings include a textbook providing specific writing instruction and supplementary texts related to the theme of the class.

ENGL 10600, First-Year Composition
4-credit composition course.
Appropriate for any student at any level of previous writing experience. Includes one conferencing day per week.

ENGL 10600I, First-Year Composition for International Students
4-credit composition course.
Designed to meet the unique cultural and linguistic needs of second-language writers.

ENGL 10800, Accelerated First-Year Composition
3-credit accelerated composition course.
Appropriate for students who work quickly and independently, and have strong writing skills and/or prior writing experiences. Service learning and community engagement are integrated into “S” sections only (e.g. 10800S). To learn more about specialized sections of ENGL 10600 or ENGL 10800, visit icap.rhetorike.org.

SCLA 101, Transformative Texts I
3-credit composition course based on the study of great texts from antiquity to the modern era.
Appropriate for students with strong writing skills and/or prior writing experience. By exploring a variety of texts, the course emphasizes engaged learning through writing, class discussion, activities, and peer review.
*Krannert, Science, and Engineering have all added SCLA 101 to their Plans of Study.

ORAL COMMUNICATION
COM 11400, Fundamentals of Speech Communication
3-credit introductory oral communication course.
Appropriate for any student at any level of previous oral communication experience. Students learn to develop, organize, and present informative and persuasive presentations in standard speaker-audience situations.

COM 21700, Science Writing and Presentation
3-credit specialized writing and oral communication course.
Appropriate for students studying science, agriculture, technology, and engineering. Students learn to communicate scientific and technical information both verbally and in writing to a variety of audiences.

SCLA 102, Transformative Texts 2
3-credit oral communication course based on the study of great texts from the modern era.
Appropriate for any student at any level of previous oral communication experience. By exploring a variety of great texts, along with art and music, this course emphasizes engaged learning through oral presentations, class discussion, activities, and peer review.
*Engineering has added SCLA 102 to all of their Plans of Study.

*Purdue Polytechnic- check individual majors as some accept SCLA 101 & 102 but some require ENG 106/108 and COM 114